Effects of wrapping tightness on acute cardiac function in dynamic cardiomyoplasty.
It has not been clarified how tightly the heart should be wrapped for maximal augmentation of cardiac function in cardiomyoplasty. Hearts in acute failure induced by propranolol were wrapped with the left latissimus dorsi muscle, loosely (loose CMP), moderately (moderate CMP), and tightly (tight CMP) in each of 5 pigs. To measure the pressure between the latissimus dorsi muscle and the left ventricle (LV), a Millar pressure catheter with a latex balloon was placed on the anterior wall of the LV. Left ventricular wall tension was calculated according to Laplace's law, using the difference between the LV pressure and the balloon pressure. In the loose CMP, moderate CMP, and tight CMP groups, the mean balloon pressures during unassisted beats were 8.2, 10.4, and 13.2 mm Hg, respectively. During unassisted beats, the mean LV wall tension values were 38,683, 29,938 (p < 0.05 versus loose CMP), and 26,652 (p < 0.05 versus loose CMP) dynes/cm, respectively, the peak LV pressures were 76.8, 73.8, and 65 (p < 0.05 versus loose CMP) mm Hg, respectively, and the stroke volumes were 12.8, 9.2, and 8.5 (p < 0.05 versus loose CMP) mL, respectively. During assisted beats, the mean LV wall tension values were 20,059, 11,290, and 7,893 (p < 0.05 versus loose CMP) dynes/cm, respectively, the peak LV pressures were 94.1, 98.1, and 92.0 mm Hg, respectively, and the stroke volumes were 13.8, 11.6, and 9.4 (p < 0.05 versus loose CMP) mL, respectively. During unassisted beats, tight CMP (13 mm Hg) had the advantage of diminishing LV wall tension, but the disadvantage of diminishing LV pressure and stroke volume, compared with loose CMP (8 mm Hg). Moderate CMP (10 mm Hg), however, had the advantage of diminishing LV wall tension without a decrease in LV pressure and stroke volume.